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ABSTRACT

The CLEO experiment has been operating for several years now col-

lecting e+e~ annihilation data at and near the T(4S) resonance (Ecm «

10.6 GeV). The accumulated event sample contains several million BB

and T+T~ pairs. This data is used to explore rare 6, c, and r decays.

In this report, several recent CLEO results in the area of B-meson and

r decay are presented. The topics covered include: penguin decays of

B-mesons, measurement of exclusive 6 -4 « semileptonic transitions,

T decays with an r\ in the final state, precision measurement of the

Michel parameters in leptonic T decay, and a search for lepton number

violation using r's.
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1 Introduction

In this report, B-meson and r lepton physics results from the CLEO Collaboration

will be discussed. The CLEO experiment occupies the sole interaction region at

the Cornell Electron-Positron Storage Ring (CESR). To date, CLEO has collected

a total integrated luminosity in excess of 5 fb~l, with ss two-thirds of the data

collected at the T(4S) (\/s =10.58 GeV) [Ref. 1], and the rest at energies slightly

below the T(4S). This luminosity corresponds to the production of ss 3 x 10" BB

and 5 X 10" r-pairs.

The CLEO II detector,2 shown in Fig. 1, emphasizes precision charged particle

tracking, high resolution electromagnetic calorimetry, and good lepton identifica-

tion. The various subsystems that make up the detector are described in Table 1.

All detector subsystems, with the exception of the muon chambers, reside in a

1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field. The momentum of a charged particle is measured

by reconstructing its trajectory as it traverses the three drift chamber systems

(PTL,VD, DR). The energy and angle of electrons and photons is measured using

a calorimeter (BCC, ECC) that consists of w 8000 Csl crystals.

The identification of electrons is primarily accomplished by comparing the

momentum measured by the drift chamber with the energy measured in the Csl

calorimeter. Muons are identified by their ability to penetrate a significant amount

of iron without undergoing an inelastic collision. Thus charged particles which

traverse the drift chambers, calorimeter, magnet iron, and match up with hits in

the muon chambers are labeled muons. The lepton identification efficiencies and

fake rates are summarized in Table 2. Finally, charged hadrons {ir, K, p) are

identified over a limited momentum region using an array of scintillation counters

to measure their time of flight and the main drift chamber to measure their average

ionization energy loss (dE/dx).

2 5-Meson Physics

The production and subsequent decay of the T(4S) provides the B-mesons for the

CLEO experiment. This source of B-mesons has several attractive features for

the experimentalist including:

• The T(4S) decays exclusively into a pair of B-mesons; no extra particles are

produced.

Figure 1: Quarter section of the CLEO II detector.

• To the accuracy that it can be measured, B°B° and B+B~ pairs are produced
in equal numbers.

• The energy of a B-meson is given by the CESR beam energy and hence is

determined to a higher accuracy than if it were to be measured by CLEO.

• The mass resolution of a B-meson is improved by using the beam energy in

place of the measured energy of a B candidate, i.e., MB = v/^^.om — p2, with

p the measured momentum of the B decay products.

• A B-meson free sample of da ta can be obtained by running CESR at a

center-of-mass energy below the mass of the T(4S).

• The cross section for producing 5-mesons from the decay of the T(4S) is

about 1/3 the continuum hadronic cross section (e+e~ -* qq).

The fact that my^s) ^ 2mo is a mixed blessing. Since the B's are practically

at rest (/? w 0.06) when they decay, the particles produced in these events tend to

populate the detector in an isotropic fashion. This is in contrast to the "jet-like"
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Table 1: The detector subsystems of the CLEO detector.
Device
PTL

Inner VD Cath
VD

Outer VD Cath
Inner DR Cath

DR
Outer DR Cath
Combined CD

TF-Barrcl

TF-Endcap
CC-Barrel

CC-Endcap
Mu-Barrel

Mu-Endcap

#
6
1
10
1
1
1
1

67/4

64

2 x 2 8
6144

2x828
3

2 x 1

R(cm)
4.7-7.2

7.6
8.5-16
17.1
18.6

19.9-90.1
96.1

47-90.1

96-101

31-89
102-132

33-91
210, 246, 282

160-310

M(em)
25
19
35
33
48
97
91
-

140

120-125
167

125-155
240
280

\cos9\

0.96
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.71
0.71
0.92

0.77

0.81-0.96
0.82

0.81-0.98
0.71

0.67-0.85

Resolution
50pm (DME Q 6 mm H 2 0)
1.3 mm (5.85 mm strips)
90pm (Ar/Et Q 6 PSIG)
1.3 mm (6.85 mm strips)
1.3 mm (lem strips)
120/jm (Ar/Et @6 mm H20)
1.3 mm (lem strips)
ap/p(%) = ^/(0.15p)2 + 0.52

VdB/d,(e) = 6.3% Q 5 GeV
<Tt(Tt) =154 ps

2a v - K for p, <1.1 GeV/c
a,(-n) =240 ps
T (̂%) = jjL'oji + 1.9 — O.li?

7E?E(%) =20826/B++ 2.5
»4 cm ® 5GeV
«5 cm @ 5GeV

structure of events produced via e+e —> qq. This difference in event shape can

be exploited when a B-meson rich event sample is desired.

There are, however, two drawbacks to having the B's decay at rest. First, since

the particles tend to be produced isotropically, it is very difficult to associate a

given particle with its parent B. This is in contrast to the situation at LEP and/or

SLC where the B decay products tend to follow the direction of the parent B.

Second, the mean decay length of a B is « 30 pm, too short for silicon vertex

detectors to separate the primary and secondary vertices. Again, this is in contrast

to the situation at LEP/SLC where the mean decay length is several mm.

2.1 B° -4 £)(*)+£)(*)-

Two-body decays of the form B° -> JD<*>+Z?(*>" are thought to be good modes

for the observation of CP violation with sensitivity in sin2/3 comparable to the

decay B -» tpK° (Ref. 3). The branching fractions for these decay modes can

be estimated using the measured rates for the analog reactions where the D is

replaced with a Cabibbo favored D3. Making the appropriate substitutions, we

have:
B -> nW+nW- i

B_»flM+J0fr>- " ( / o <- ) / / ^ > ) tm% " 2>- 9 ) 2 •
Table 3 gives the expected B° -> £)(•)+£)(•)- branching fractions where the CLEO

measurements for the D, modes have been used.4

Table 2: Lepton identification efficiencies and fake rates.
Lepton

electron

muon

p (GeV)

0.4-5.3

1.5-2.1

2.1-5.3

<%)
95

70-93

93

Fake rate/track (%)

0.3

0 . 7 ( T T ) / 1 . 0 W

1.20r)/1.7(/O

Mode

B°->
B°-+

Table 3: B° -

D'+D- + D+l

•>+£<•>- branching
BR of D, mode (9

2.4

2.0

1.1

ratio estimates.

I) Estimated BR

0.097

0.081

0.045

(96)

An integrated luminosity of 3.09 fb~l (3.3 x 106BB pairs) taken at the T(4S)

was used for this analysis. Charged tracks were required to be consistent with

originating from a primary vertex in both the r - <p and r — z planes. Photon

candidates were required to have energies greater than 30 MeV if \cos9\ < 0.71 (0

= polar angle) and greater than 50 MeV for other regions of the Csl calorimeter.
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Pairs of photons with invariant mass within ±2.5cr of the nominal n° mass were

kept for further consideration. Both dE/dx and time-of-flight information were

used to distinguish charged kaons from pions.

Candidate JD"+'S were reconstructed using the D*+ -4 ir+D° mode while £>°'s

were reconstructed using the modes D° -4 K~n+, K~n+Tr°, and K~ir~it+Tr+.

Only the mode D+ —> K~n+it+ was used for D+ candidates. The D* — D mass

resolution for modes containing a D'+ decay into all charged tracks was improved

by performing a vertex constrained fit.

Backgrounds from non-B sources were minimized using the beam constrained

mass and energy difference (AE = Ei) — Ebeam). Since the decays under study here

are all of the form Pseudoscalar -» Vector+Pseudoscalart a cut of \cos8heitcuy\ >

0.5 was used in the analysis. Background events are expected to have a flat

\cosOi,eiicity\ distribution.

The results of this analysis are displayed in Fig. 2 where AE vs ran is plotted

for the three decay modes. In each case, the signal region is given by the box,

and the sideband regions lie above and below the dotted lines. Table 4 gives

a summary of the event yields and 90% confidence level upper limits for each

mode. The probability that the expected background of 0.022±0.011 events in

the B° —> D*+D"~ channel fluctuates up to or exceeds the observed one event

is « 2.2%. If we interpret this one event to be a signal, then the corresponding

branching fraction is:

B{B° -> £>*+£>-) = [6.0±H(stat) x 10"4] x [l±0.18(syst)} ,

where the systematic error is largely due to uncertainties in the D and D* branch-

ing fractions, and tracking efficiencies. No significant excess of events is found in

the other two modes.

2.2 Nonresonant Three-Body Hadronic 5-Meson Decays

Decays of charged B mesons to three charged hadrons are of interest as they may

exhibit CP violation. In particular, decays of the form B+ —* h+h~h+ where

h can be a •n±,K±,p, or p may have CP asymmetries as large as 10% when

the h*h~ invariant mass is close to the r)c or XcO mass.5 The nonresonant decay

B+ -> 7r+7r~7r+ is predicted6 to have a branching fraction in the range (1.5-8.4)

x 10~5. Here the authors point out that interference between the nonresonant

Figure 2: Ai? vs mj for data . The signal region is indicated by the box. The

sideband region lies above and below the dotted lines.
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Table 4: Summary of B° -> D<*>+I>M- analysis.

Mode

£>-+£>-

D'+D- + D+D—

D+D-

Evts. in AE

sidebands

4

117

539

Pred. Bkgd.

in signal region

0.022±0.11

0.64±0.1O

2.64±0.34

Evts. in

signal region

1

2

3

Upper Limit

90% CL

2.5X10"3

2.0X10"3

1.3X10"3

amplitude [with m(7r+7r~) « 3.4 GeV] and B —)• XcO, Xco -> ir+n~ could lead to

a CP asymmetry of (0.4-0.8)sin7, with 7 =argVu*6. If this is so, then 7 can be

measured at an e + e" facility operating at the T(4S).

The CLEO Collaboration has searched for these decays using 3.2 fb~x of data

taken at the T(4S) and 1.1 /ft"1 of data taken at energies about 60 MeV below

the T(4S). The continuum event background (non-SB events) is greatly reduced

using a combination of event shape cuts and kinematic based criteria optimized for

three-body B decay. Charged tracks in hadronic events are identified as ir*, i f*,?,

or p using dE/dx information from the central drift chamber system. B-meson

related backgrounds (e.g., B -¥ x/>K) are suppressed by vetoing any event where a

charged track is identified as either an electron or muon or the invariant mass of

oppositely charged tracks is within 60 (40) MeV of the ij) (D°) mass. The detection

efficiency of each mode listed in Table 5 is determined using a GEANT7 based

Monte Carlo simulation. In all cases, the energy of the B-meson is constrained to

be the same as the beam energy.

The mass distributions for the various decay modes are shown in Fig. 3. The

signal region for each mode is shown between the arrows. Unfortunately, there

is no signal in any of the mass plots. The details of the analysis are summarized

in Table 5 and 90% confidence level upper limits are given in Table 6. While

this analysis does not find any evidence for these decay modes, it does rule out

a substantial range of the predicted branching fraction for B + —» 7r+7r-7r+ and

provides improved limits in all other cases.

6

4

I 2
c 0

5.240 5.250 5.260 5.270 S.2S0 5.290
U_B (C«V/c3

.I.nn.n.1 M
5.240 5.250 5 .260 5.270 5.260 5.290

U_B(GeV/c")
5.240 5.250 5.260 5.270 5.280

M.BfOnV/c1)

Figure 3: Mass distributions for the various B+ -> h+h~h+ modes. In all cases,
the signal region is between the arrows.
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Table 5: Summary of B+ -> /t+/t~/i+ analysis.
Mode

B+ -4 7r+7r-7r+

B+ -> Tr+Tr+AT-

B+ -> n+7T-K+

B+ -> 7T+K-K+

B+ -> K+K+K-

B+ -> ppn+

B+ -> ppl<+

Signal

Yield

2

5

8

14

2

8

9

Estimated

Background

1.2±1.2
3.9±1.8

13.0±4.0

8.8±3.0

3.9±2.0

8.6±2.4

4.3±1.5

Efficiency

(%)
4.5±0.66

4.5±0.66

7.1±1.1

6.7±0.98

3.6±0.54

4.8±0.7

4.5±0.66

90% CL Upper Limit

No. Events

5.3
7.2

5.6

14.3

3.9

7.2

11.4

Table 6: Comparison of branching fractions with previous results and theoretical

predictions.

2.3 Electromagnetic Penguin Decays of the B-Meson

The first direct observation of penguin mediated B-meson decay was by CLEO in

1993 (Ref. 11) with the observation of B -> K'y. Precision measurements of this

decay rate, as well as other penguin decays, give a new window into and perhaps

beyond the Standard Model, as they involve internal loops with heavy mass quarks

and vector bosons (Fig. 4). In addition, the mode B -» K'y is important as it

can be used to constrain the models used to estimate form factors in semileptonic

6 -> u decay, e.g., B -* plv. The decay B -¥ py is similar to B -> K'y but

has a decay rate that is dependent on the CKM matrix element \Vtd\ rather than

\Vta\. Given the difficulty with measuring direct i-quark decays, the simultaneous

measurement of B -4 py and B -> K'y offers the best opportunity to determine

|V(<f|/|V(S| for the near term future.

L^Y

Mode

B+ - » TT+1T-TT+

B+ -> ir+n+K-

B+ -> Tr+n-K+

B+ -> K+K-K+

B+ -> K+K+K-

B+ -* ppir+

B+ -> ppK+

90% CL Upper Limit

(10-5)
4.1

5.6

2.8
7.5

3.8

5.3

8.9

Previous Best Limit

(10-5)

5.08

-

199

-

2010

8.48

-

Prediction

(10-5)

1.5-8.46

-

-
-

-

-

-

Figure 4: Electromagnetic penguin decay.

The CLEO Collaboration has updated its electromagnetic penguin decay anal-

ysis by using a larger data set than that used in the 1993 analysis. This new

analysis uses 2.4 /ft"1 of data taken at the T(4S) and 1.1 fb~l of data taken

at energies about 60 MeV below the T(4S). Candidate B-mesons are formed by

combining a vector meson (p, w, or K") with a high-energy photon. The mass

resolution of a candidate B is improved using the beam energy in place of the

measured energies. In Fig. 5, the invariant mass of B —> K'y candidates for the

various K" modes is shown. Backgrounds to this analysis arise from processes that

produce either high-energy photons or high-energy 7r°'s and 77's that are recon-

structed as single showers in the calorimeter. High-energy photons are produced

by initial state radiation (ISR), while high energy TT°'S and 77's can be present in

nonresonant e+e~ annihilation events (QQ). Extreme care is taken in this anal-

ysis to suppress backgrounds from these sources. A combination of event shape

cuts (Fox-Wolfram moment R2, thrust axis) and a Fisher discriminant (Fig. 6)

effectively remove contamination from ISR and QQ events.

The B —> K'y analysis is also subject to contamination from B —> py events

where a charged pion is misidentified as a kaon. In order to distinguish between

these two types of B decay, a neural network is employed. The neural network

uses the following inputs: AErn, A//f,, A/,*, and cosOp. Here 0p is the angle

found by transforming the momentum vector of the p's daughter with the larger

momentum into the p's rest frame and measuring the angle between this trans-
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a
1

- • B0->

- • B0->

K*Oy

K*Oy

- • B-->K*-y:
- • B--»

t JI

K*-y:

1 1 . . . i

: K*0 -> KO JtO |

:K*O

K*--

K*--

Q

-> K- 7t+ I

->K-7lO 1

->K0n- 1

I
0
5.200 5.225 5.250

Mass (GeV)
5.275 5.300

Figure 5: Mass plot for B -¥ /ST*7 candidates.

formed momentum vector and the flight direction of the p in the lab frame. In

Fig. 7, the output from the neural network for B -» K'f (peak at -1) and B -¥ py

(peak a t +1) Monte Carlo events is shown.

i Signal -.QQ ••-. I S R

til

"8

O

•f

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75
Fisher Discriminant Output

1.00

Figure 6: The distribution of the Fisher discriminant output for a Monte Carlo

sample of B" -> K'°i(K*° -+ K+K~) signal, QQ, and initial state radiation

(ISR) events. The histograms all have equal area.

In Fig. 8, the data is shown for the various K* decay modes. The box in each

figure represents the signal region in the AE, MB plane. A maximum likelihood

fit using MB, MK^, AE, and the Fisher discriminant is used to determine the

signal and background for each K' mode. Table 7 gives the number of signal

events, efficiency, and branching fraction for each K* mode. The first error on the

branching fraction is from the maximum likelihood fit and includes statistical and

systematic errors. The second error is due to the uncertainty in the efficiency. In
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.-—-:B-»K*y

i i i i—I—i i "1 i I i i i i'-'['"i—r-r-'t

(b)

r - 4 . —... • , , . . , - . - .4

-1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5
Neural Network Output

1.0

Figure 7: Distribution of the output of the neural network for Monte Carlo samples

of (a) B° -> p°y and B° -* K'°y (K"a -> K+n~) and (b) B~ -» p~l and

B~

Table 8, the combined B -> K'y branching fraction is given for both the old and

new analysis. The new results are in good agreement with the previous CLEO

results.

Table 7: Individual B -» K'y branching ratios.
K" Mode

KV

Signal Evts.

4.6lS

Signal Eff. (%)

22.3±2.0

1.8±0.2

5.7±0.6

6.9±0.7

Branching Ratio

(10~5)

4.3tl\ ± 0.5
2.6±]f ± 0.3

Table 8: Comparison of old and new B —> K"y branching ratios.
Mode

B° -+ K'oj

B~ -»• K—1

B ->• K'f

New Branching Ratio

(io-5)

4.4±1.0±0.6
3.8i?;? ± 0.5
4.2±0.8±0.6

Old Branching Ratio

(io-5)
4.0±1.7±0.8
5.7±3.1± 1.1
4.5±1.5±0.9

There are many predictions12 for the ratio B(B -> K'~/)/B(B —¥ sj) as shown

in Fig. 9. By combining CLEO's previous measurement13 of

B{B -> sy) = (2.32 ± 0.57 ± 0.35) x 10"4

with these new results, we obtain:

= 0.181 ±0.068.

This result is shown in Fig. 9 along with a number of theoretical predictions for

this ratio. Clearly, more precise measurements and calculations are needed to

discriminate between the models.

The B -> (pv)y analysis suffers from a lack of statistics in comparison to the

B -> K'y analysis. Since the candidate sample is so small, signals (or limits) are
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Figure 8: Distribution of B -» /f*7 events in the MB and A£? plane. Figure 9: Summary of %f££$ predictions and the CLEO result.
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extracted by cutting on variables rather than performing a maximum likelihood

analysis. In Fig. 10, events which pass all cuts are plotted in the Mg, AE plane.

The events within the signal region (rectangle in Fig. 10) as well the various

background estimates are given in Table 9. There is no signal apparent in the

B —• p~y and B -» uiy channels. While there are four events in the signal region

for B -> p°y, these events all have low values of AE and neural net output values

marginally consistent with that expected from true B -» p°y events. Hence these

four events are not to be taken as evidence for B -t p°y. The 90% upper limit

confidence levels for these decay modes are given in Table 10. The upper limit for

B —> p~y is still about an order of magnitude higher than the theoretical estimates

from Soares14 ((0.04-0.07)xlO"5) and Greub et a/.15 ((0.12-0.30) xlO"5).

B°->p°Y B°->o)y

X

X

X

-

<

5.300 5.200

X
X X

x x

• x

x x x
X

X

X

n:
U;
X

Mn

Figure 10: Distribution of B -4 (pw)y events in the MB and AE plane.

Table 9: Events and background estimates.

Events

QQ
ISR

B -4 K'y
SUM

B-* p°y

4

0.23±0.08

0.18±0.12

0.45±0.11

0.85±0.17

B -4 uy

0

0.56±0.18

0.14±0.10

0.0

0.70±0.14

B->p-y
0

0.40±0.11

0.12±0.09

0.27±0.06

0.79±0.14

Table 10: Branching fraction upper limits at 90% CL.
Mode

B-*p°

B -4 p~

T
f

7

Signal Events

4(7.99)

0(2.30)

0(2.30)

Eff. (%)

9.2±1.3

8.9±1.2

9.2±1.3

Branching Fraction (10 5)

<3.9

< 1.3

< 1.1

The ratio of rates for B -4 K'y and B -4 (/XJ)7 can be related to the CKM

matrix elements |V,S| and \Vt<i\ through:

B(B~ -» p-y) B(B0^p°y) + B(B°^u;y) _ V^ 2

B(B~ -> K'-y) B(B° -> K*°y) ' Vt$'
 K "

Here we neglect contributions from long-distance effects. In the above equation, £

accounts for SU(3) symmetry breaking and fi accounts for the difference in phase

space. An upper limit combining all the modes can be calculated if one assumes

tha t B(B -» K'°y) = B(B -> K'~y). Doing so, we obtain:

B(B^K'y)

T h e phase space factor n can be estimated using16:

Ktmg) (ml + mj

Assuming mb =5 GeV, ms=300 MeV, md=100 MeV, and the nominal masses

for mB, mK., and mp, we obtain Q = 1.02 ± 0.02. The SU(3) term f has been

evaluated by several groups. In Table 11, estimates of £ as well as the upper limits

on the ratio IV^I/lV,,! are given. These limits are comparable to recent ALEPH

results18 which rely on Bj oscillations.
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Table 11: Upper limits for |VW|/|V,,
Group

Ali et al.16

Soares14

Narison17

Model

QCD Sum Rule

BSW Formalism

Hybrid QCD Sum Rule

0.58

0.72-0.90

0.77

Upper Limit

<0.56

< (0.45 - 50)

<0.49

2.4 Search for b -)• s Gluonic Penguins Using Inclusive rj
and K°a Decays

To date, there is no experimental evidence for gluonic penguin decay in the 6-

quark sector. Unlike the photon radiated in an electromagnetic penguin decay, the

gluon is not directly observable in the CLEO detector. This greatly complicates

the search strategy for these decays. One way to look for gluonic penguin decay

is to take advantage of the kinematics of the underlying 6 -> sg reaction and

search for events in a phase space region forbidden to b —> c decays. For example,

6 —> sg -» sss can hadronize into B —> r)iX, (Xs a meson system containing a

strange quark) and produce an rji with momentum larger than that possible from

the analog charm reaction B —> T}iXc. Another such example is b —> sg —> sdd

which can hadronize to B —> K,X (X a meson containing no strange quarks), the

Ka produced with momentum greater than that possible from B -4 KSXC.

t AdF5"

x

Figure 11: Penguin decay of b —> T]lX.

Inclusive searches for 6 —> sg have two possible advantages over exclusive

searches. First, t h e rate for inclusive b -4 sg can be reliably calculated and is

not subject to the same uncertainties as the exclusive calculations. Second, the

rate for inclusive b —t sg -* sqq (with q = u,d,s) is expected to be of order 1%

(Refs. 19 and 20) with 6 -» sss expected to be « 0.2% (Ref. 20). This is in

contrast to two-body exclusive modes such as B° ->• tf>Ks or B° -4 K~n+ which

have rates estimated to be in the 10~5 range.

The signature for a B -4 t)iXs gluonic penguin decay is an rji with 2.0< pn, <

2.7 GeV/c. This kinematic region eliminates most of the rjl's produced by b —> c

transitions. Backgrounds from 6 -> c transitions (e.g., B —>• D'*'V) can only

contribute to the region 2.0< p^, < 2.34 GeV/c.

There are many sources of K,'s in B decay including B -> D,X, B ->

D"X, B -+ D+X, and B -> KCX. However, these sources produce K,'s with

PK, < 2 GeV/c. Thus a signature for b -» sg is an excess of fC's produced in B

decay with PK. > 2 GeV/c. The most important background in this momentum

region is from the Cabibbo suppressed internal spectator decay B -4 KaD^.

The data sample used in this analysis consists of 3.1 / 6 " 1 (3.3 x W6BB pairs)

of data taken at the T(4S) and 1.6 fb~i of data taken at energies below the T(4S).

Hadronic continuum events are suppressed using a combination of event shape

cuts and a Fisher discriminant. To reconstruct an r]i, first the IJ is reconstructed

through the 77 -> 77 mode and then the r) is combined with pairs of oppositely

charged pions. The K, decays are reconstructed through the K, -> IT+TT~ mode.

For convenience, the analysis is done using the scaled momentum of the meson

(•n',Ka):
Pmeaon

X —

yEbcam - mm«on

to aid in the continuum subtraction. In terms of a;, the region 0.45< x^, < 0.52

is heavily populated by b -> sg -> rjiX, while for b -> sg -> K,X the interesting

region is 0.46< XK, < 0.54.

In Fig. 12, the inclusive continuum subtracted a; spectrum of K,'s and ??/'s from

5-meson decay is shown. There is no apparent 6 -> sg signal in the K, x spectrum.

The data can be used to calculate 90% upper limit confidence levels of:

B(B -> K,X) < 7.5 x 10"

for 0.40< xK. < 0.54 and

B{B -4 K,X) < 2.1 x 10"4

for 0.46< xKt < 0.54.
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For B -» r)lX, there is a modest excess (w 2<r) of »?/'s in the region of interest.

However, this is not compelling evidence for 6 -» sg at this time, so we quote 90%

upper limit confidence levels of:

for 0.45< xv, < 0.52 and

for 0.39< xn, < 0.52.

16000 -

x8000 -

B(B -¥ r]iX) < 7.4 x 10-

B{B -¥ rjrX) < 17 x 10"

1.00 0J0 0.40 0J0 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.900.00 0.25 0.50
X(Ks)

Figure 12: The continuum subtracted yield of ATs's and TJ/'S as a function of the

scaled momentum x.

2.5 Search for B+ -»• wh+ and B+ ->• r)h+

Two-body decays of B-mesons into final states containing either an w or 77 and a

charged pion or kaon are sensitive probes of the Standard Model, as they can be

described by either hadronic penguin or spectator 6 —> w graphs. For example,

as shown in Fig. 13, B+ -¥ um+ can occur as the result of a spectator b -¥ u

decay while S + -* uK+ can result from gluonic penguin decay. Theoretical

predictions21 for these decays range from 3 x 10~7 to l . lxlO"5 , while previous

experimental upper limits are in the 10"4 range.1

Figure 13: B~ -+ uh via spectator and penguin graphs.

The data used in this analysis consist of 3.1 /ft"1 (3.3 x W6BB pairs) taken at

the T(4S) and 1.6 fb~l of data taken at energies slightly below the T(4S). As in

many other CLEO analyses, continuum suppression is achieved by a combination

of event shape cuts and use of a Fisher discriminant. Both the 77's and w's were

reconstructed using the Tr+ir~ir° decay mode. Charged pion candidates were re-

quired to have drift chamber dE/dx within 3<r of their expected value. However,

no particle identification cuts were applied to the h+ in these decays. Candidates

for B+ -> wh+ and B+ -> rjh+ were formed by combining reconstructed 77's and

w's with a charged track. Here the beam energy and known B mass was substi-

tuted for the measured quantities. The events passing all selection criteria are

shown in Fig. 14. In these figures, the signal region is the area inside the box.

The results of this analysis are presented in Table 12. There are no B -> r)h+

candidates which lead to a 90% confidence level upper limit on the branching

fraction of < 3.0 x 10~5. There are ten events in the signal region for B -> uh+

with a predicted background of only two events. Assuming binomial statistics,

the probability of the observed signal to be a background fluctuation is only

1.2 x 10~4. This observed excess over the background corresponds to a branching

fraction of (2.8±1.0 ± 0.5) x 10~5, where the first error is due to statistics and the

second is due to systematics. A more detailed analysis using particle identification

to extract the individual branching fractions for B+

currently in progress.

and B+ -> wn+ is
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Table 12: Results for B+ -> wh+ and B -> tjh+.
Mode Background

2.0±0.3
0.7±0.2

Eff. (%)

8.5±1.6

2.8±0.5

Events

10

0

Branching Ratio(10-5)

2.8±1.0±0.5

<3.0 (90% CL)

0.20

0.10 -

S 0.00 -

-0.10 -

-0.20
5.200

+ +

+
+ *

•+ +
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• +
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Figure 14: Candidate events for B+ -> wh+ (left) and B+ -> r)h+ (right). The

boxes indicate the signal regions.

2.6 Measurement of
cays

Using Exclusive B-Meson De-

In order to determine the origin of CP violation, it is important to measure as

precisely as possible the elements of the CKM matrix. The matrix element |VU6|

plays an important role in the search for CP violation in the fr-quark sector. That

i v y is not zero was demonstrated first by CLEO22 and shortly thereafter by

ARGUS.23 Both experiments found evidence for 6 —̂  u transitions by studying

the lepton momentum spectrum above the 6 -> c kinematic endpoint. While this

method is fine for demonstrating a nonzero value for 11 ,̂61, theoretical uncertainties

in the lepton momentum spectrum prevent a precise determination of |Vuj,| with

this technique. CLEO has recently side-stepped this problem by explicitly recon-

structing several semileptonic 6 —» u decay modes including B —> irlu, B -> plu,

and B —> wlu.

The data used in this analysis consist of 2.66 fb~l (2.84 x MfiBB pairs) taken

at the T(4S). The hermiticity of CLEO is exploited to select T(4S) decays where

only a single neutrino goes undetected. Here the neutrino energy and momentum

is given by Ev = 2Etxam — ̂ E{ and pu = — £ pi respectively. B-mesons decaying

via the modes listed above should also satisfy the following constraints, Ai? =

(Ey + E, + Em) - EUam = 0 and Mnlv = [Elam - (pv + p, + pm)2]l/2 = MB

where m = ir,p,u. From Monte Carlo studies (Fig. 15), the resolution in pv is

determined to be 110 MeV/c.

Electrons are identified by combining drift chamber dE/dx, time of flight, and

calorimeter information. Muons are identified by their ability to penetrate the

magnet iron. Pairs of photons which have invariant masses within ±2a of the TT°

mass are kept for further study and are used in decay modes with p'a and w's in

the final state.

Care must be taken to reduce background without losing too much of the

signal. A ten-fold reduction in continuum related backgrounds is achieved using

the thrust axis of the ml pair. Additional background reduction is achieved by

using only high momentum leptons (pj > 1.5 GeV for ir modes and pi > 2 GeV

for p, w modes) to discriminate against 6 —> c —> slu decays and to some extent

6 —> clu decays. Finally, non-2?.B contributions were determined using data taken

at energies below the T(4S).

In order to extract the decay rate for each mode, the data was binned into

11 regions in the Mmiv, AE (5.1075< Mmlv < 5.2875 GeV, |A£ | < 75 MeV)

plane. For the plu (ulu) modes, the yield was further subdivided into four (five)

bins over the 2?r (3TT) mass range. For all decay modes, Monte Carlo simula-

tions were used to provide signal, 6 -> c backgrounds, cross feed, and feed down

from higher mass B -> ulv states. The isospin and quark symmetry relations

r(B° -» 7T-/+J/) = 2r(B+ -> TT°/+I/) and r(B° -> /»"/+«/) = 2r(J5+ -4 p°/+i/) «

2 r (B + -> w/+i>) are used to constrain the B+ rates relative to B°. Prior to fitting,

the data was corrected for backgrounds due to residual continuum and sources of

fake leptons. In Fig. 16, the da ta along with the various background estimates is

shown separately for the B —> TTIV and B -* (p, to)lu modes. Here the ISGWII24

model is used for the normalization. A clear signal over the background is present
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in both plots. A summary of the data yields for the ISGWII fit is given in

Table 13. There are many models of semileptonic 6 -> u decay.24"28 For each

of these models, a simultaneous fit for the number of B -> nlu events (Nn) and

B -> plv events (Np) is performed. In Fig. 17, the results of such fits are shown.

The KS26 model gives a poor fit to the data (confidence level < 0.5%) while the

other models give acceptable fits. Results from these fits are used to calculate

the branching fractions shown in Fig. 18. Values for |VU6| are calculated for each

model assuming T&> = 1.56 ± 0.05 ps and TBO/TB+ = 1.02 ± 0.04. Averaging over

the mqdels, a value of \Vvb\ = (3.3 ± 0.2lg;^ ± 0.7) x 10"3 is obtained where the

uncertainties are statistical, systematic, and model dependent. This value of |VU(,|

is in good agreement with the previous results using the endpoint of the lepton

spectrum (see Fig. 19).

Table 13: Summary of event yields using the ISGWII model.
Yield

Raw

Corrected

Eff.xlO"2

46

26.6

2.3

n°
19

8.6

1.5

P±

47

19.5

1.5

P°
73

15.1

2.4

7

3.5

0.6

3 r Lepton Physics

The CLEO detector is also well-suited for the study of r decay. Its fine grained

electromagnetic calorimeter reconstructs 7r°'s and rfs with high efficiency and low

background. This combined with excellent charged particle tracking and particle

identification (e, ft, 7r, K+, K°, p) over a large momentum range allows for many

detailed studies of r final states.

At the center-of-mass energies available to CLEO, T leptons are produced

through the reaction e+e~ -> T+T~ . The cross section for this reaction is "large,"

approximately 1 n6. To date, CLEO has accumulated « 107 r decays, by far the

world's largest data sample. If we neglect initial and final state radiation, then

each r is produced with energy equal to the beam energy. Thus, like the situation

with B-mesons, the T'S energy and momentum is a priori accurately known.

1000 2000 1000 2000 0 1000 2000

Figure 17: The half sigma contours in the fit parameters N* vs Np for the various

models. The lines are the p/tr rates predicted by each model.
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Figure 18: The results for the branching ratios for several models. The central

vertical line is the average of the models.
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Figure 19: The values of \Vui,\ from several models of B -> irlu and B -> plu

decay. Also included is the value of JV 6̂| from the lepton endpoint technique. The

vertical line is the average of the top four models.
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Even a t CLEO's center-of-mass energy, the r event topology is jet-like. In

addition, a r event has four or fewer charged tracks « 98% of the time. These two

characteristics make it easy to separate T+T~ events from BB events. A more

serious background comes from low multiplicity hadronic events produced via

e+e~ —> qq (continuum events). However, with a judicious choice of total energy

and momentum cuts and particle identification, even the continuum hadronic

background can be kept below 1%. The CLEO experiment is therefore in the

enviable position of having a high statistics, low background sample of r ' s to

work with. This has allowed CLEO to become the first experiment to perform

detailed studies of r decays with branching fractions in the 10~4 — 10~5 range and

search for decay modes with branching fractions O(10~6).

3.1 r Decays with an 77 in the Final State

Decays of the r with an 77 in the final state are of interest as they provide both

valuable information concerning the behavior and violation of several hadronic

symmetries, and a new system for the study of the weak hadronic current. There

is very l i t t le information available on these final states due to their small branch-

ing fractions. In fact, the Particle Data Group1 only lists exclusive branching

fractions for B(r~ -> r)n-n°v) ((0.17±0.02±0.02)% [Ref. 29]) and B(r -* r)K~v)

((0.026±O.O02 ± 0.002)% [Ref. 30]). Other r -> 77 modes are expected to be

severely suppressed by the chiral anomaly term and phase space.

The CLEO experiment has recently measured the branching fraction of the

decay r~ —> r)h~h+h~v at a rate two orders of magnitude larger than predicted.31

The analysis uses 4.86/6"1 (4.27x 106 r pairs) of data collected at energies at

and slightly below the T(4S). Events that are consistent with the one-versus-

three topology are searched for 77's decaying via 77 -> 77 and 77 -* 3n°, In Fig. 20,

there are clear 77 signals in both decay modes.

Care must be taken to ensure that these events with 77's are from r ' s and

not hadronic in origin. Therefore, the 77 signal is studied as a function of the

one-prong tag as shown in Table 14. Backgrounds from r events feeding into this

decay mode are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations based on the KORALB32

and TAUOLA33 computer routines. The CLEO experiment is modeled using the

GEANT7 package. The contribution to the sample from hadronic and two-photon

events is estimated using data rather than Monte Carlo. As listed in Table 14,

-12 - 8 - 4 0 4
S(yy), units of <j

0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70
M(3n°). GeV/c1

Figure 20: The 77 signals in the 77 -> 77 (top) and 77 —> 3n° (bottom) modes. For

both plots, the solid line is a fit including signal and random photon background

(dashed line). The arrows indicate the range used for sideband subtraction. The

contamination from e+e~ -> qq events is given by the hatched area.
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Table 14: CLEO results for r~ -> trh+lrrju.
Mode

77 -4 7 7

77-+37T0

Tags

e, n, h/p
e,n

Events

65.1±12.9

11.2±3.7

Backgd.

5.0±l.l

BRxlO"4

3.8±0.8

5.1±1.7

there is small contamination in the rj -4 77 sample (from hadronic events) and

negligible background in the 3?r0 sample. The detection efficiencies are calculated

separately for each one-prong tag and 77 branching mode. The branching fractions

for the two 77 decay modes are listed in Table 14. Since these results are statistically

independent, we can average them and find:

B(r~ = (4.1 ± 0.7 ± 0.7) x 10"

The second error above is the systematic uncertainty in the branching fraction.

It includes contributions from background modeling, n° and 77 reconstruction,

spectral functions, tracking, luminosity, and cross sections. It is interesting to

note that this measurement is ss 100 x larger than the prediction from Pich!31

An effort is underway to look for resonant substructure in these T~ —> r)h~h+h~v

events. In Fig. 21 (top), the T]tr+ir~ mass is plotted (two entries per event) for

the 77 -4 77 events. There is an enhancement at the mass of the /i(1285). In the

lower part of Fig. 21 (top), a scatterplot of m^+x- versus m^± is presented (four

entries per event). This plot suggests that the 77 is produced through an intermedi-

ate state, ao(98O), and the overall decay chain is: r~ -4 /I(1285)JT~I/, / I ( 1 2 8 5 ) -4

aJ(980)7r-, af(980) -4 7777+. A fit to the data yields 30.4±8.8 events. To convert

these events into a branching fraction, we use B(fi(1285) -4 r)nn) = 0.54 ± 0.15

(Ref. 1), and the isospin prediction that r)ir+TT~ is 2/3 of the TJTTTT state. We find:

B(T~ -4 /I(1285)TT-I/) = (6.0 ± 1.7 ± 2.1) x lO"4.

The second error quoted above is the systematic, and it has components similar

to the 7/37T analysis.

The decay r~ -» /I(1285)JT~J/ can also be present in one-prong T decays

through T —> 7J7r~7T°7r°t/. A sample of events consistent with this topology was

isolated using similar ir° and 77 criteria as in the three-prong case. In Fig. 21 (top,

right), the invariant mass of the J77r°7r° system is plotted (one entry per event).

25

I"
o

. (a)

•c
&

50.9

S
0.5

0.8

i
(b)

"B"otm - r
• DI

t
• a
- S

), GeV/c2

M(TTVTJ), GeV/c2

Figure 21: Mass of 777r+7r~ (a, top) and r)iroir° (a, bottom) system. Lower plots (b)

are M,™ vs A/,,. The dotted lines show the expected positions of the /i(1285)

and ao(980) resonances.
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There is a clear enhancement at the /i(1285) mass. The scatterplot (Fig. 21,

bottom, right), of mn^o versus m^̂ ô o also resembles the three-prong case, as

there appears to be an enhancement at the ao(98O) mass. The branching fraction

extracted from this analysis is:

B{r~ -> /I(1285)TT-I/) = (8.1 db 2.6 ± 2.6) x 10"4.

This result is in good agreement with and independent of the three-prong result.

The two results can be combined to give:

B{r~ i (1285)fl-i/) = (6.7 ± 1.4 ± 2.2) x 10"4.

Using this result, we find that a large component of r~ -> rjh~h+h~v contains an

/i(1285), i.e.,

y - ^ f g r ? - °-59 ±o-1
These results have implications for CVC predictions for r -¥ Qnu using e+e~ -4

6TT data. The above results imply that r -* 37r±3w°f and r -> 5ir±'iTou have

significant contributions from the r -> rjZirv mode. Since this mode has G parity

opposite to that of direct 6n decays and proceeds through the axial-vector current,

it must be subtracted before applying isospin or CVC to compare with e+e~

annihilation data.

3.2 Measurement of the Michel Parameters in Leptonic
r Decay

The leptonic decays of the r, T~ -> e~uTut, and T~ -4 \TvTv^ can provide detailed

information on the TWVT vertex. Since these decays are not clouded by the strong

interaction, they are ideal laboratories to explore the Lorentz structure of the

rWuT current. Neglecting radiative corrections, the distribution of the scaled

energy (x = Ei/Emax) of the charged lepton in the T rest frame can be written as:

212(1 -x) - 6)2 L
r dx 1 + 4t]m

In the above equation, p and T) are the spectral shape Michel Parameters34 and

m is the scaled lepton mass m = mi/mT. In the Standard Model, p = 3/4

and T) = 0. At CLEO center-of-mass energies, r pairs are produced with no net

polarization, hence the scaled energy spectrum is insensitive to the two other

Michel Parameters, £ and S. It is important to measure p and r\ as accurately

as possible, since nonstandard electroweak models predict values other than p =

3/4, rj = 0. For example, r) ̂  0 suggests the presence of a scalar boson that

couples a right-handed r to a left-handed /. Another example is the Two Higgs

Doublet Model35 with a charged Higgs. Here fy (measured using T -> fivP) is

related to the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the neutral components of

the Higgs doublet (/J) and the mass of the Higgs (m//) by

i)u = -(mTmlltan2P)/2mil.

The sample of T'S used in this analysis were taken from 3.5 fb~l (3.2 xlO8

r pairs) of data collected at £„„ « 10.6 GeV. The decay mode r" -> h~n°v

(h~ = n~, K~) was used as a tag in order to obtain a clean, high statistics

sample of r events.

Pairs of photons with polar angles (9) satisfying \cos$\ < 0.71 are used to form

7r°'s if their invariant mass is within 3cr of the nominal 7r° mass. Electrons with mo-

mentum above 0.5 GeV/c are identified using a combination of dE/dx and tracking

information from the drift chamber and energy measurements from the calorime-

ter. The background in this electron sample is estimated to be (0.178 ±0.026)%.

Muons with momentum above 1.5 GeV/c are identified as charged particles which

are tracked through the inner and outer detector and pass through at least three

absorption lengths of material. The background in this muon sample is estimated

as (1.08 ± 0.16)%. Muons with momentum 0.5-1.5 GeV/c are identified by kine-

matically eliminating all other r decay hypotheses (nv, Ku, evv, hnir°v). This

muon sample contains a small amount of background from n/K, hn°i/, and euu

events (w 4% total).

The r rest frame is the ideal Lorentz frame for simultaneously measuring p

and 77. CLEO, however, measures the momentum of the electrons and muons

in the LAB frame. Unfortunately, there is no unambiguous way to transform

from the LAB frame to the r rest frame due to the unmeasured neutrinos in the

event. This lack of information can in part be compensated for using information

from the "tag" T. In the absence of initial or final state radiation, the two T'S

in an event are produced back-to-back, each with the energy of the beam. In a

T~ -> h~n°v decay, the angle (a) between the hadronic system (H = hit0) and
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the T can be calculated using:

nl + m), - 2ETEu + 2pTp,,cosa = mj;

In the above equation, EH, Pn, and m// are calculated quantities while we assume

mv = 0 and ET = Ebeam- As cosa —> 1, the ambiguity in 4> disappears and

the momentum vector of the hit0 system gives a good estimate of the r —> Ivv

direction. Thus, events with cosa > 0.970 are used to transform the lepton

momentum spectra to a pseudo rest frame (PRF). After the cosa cut, there are

18587 electrons and 12580 (2931) high momentum (low, p < 1.5 GeV/c) muons

left in the sample. The x spectrum for electrons and muons passing all cuts is

shown in Fig. 22. In order to extract 77 and p values from the data, a x2 fit >s

performed using three binned Monte Carlo x spectrums. The three individual x

spectrums are generated with (p,rj) values: (3/4,0), (0,0), and (3/4,1). The data

spectrum is then represented by:

dN

with:

dN

m

dN
(

4 l l )

4p/3-77 , l -4p/3

The e's are efficiency corrections for each Monte Carlo x spectrum. The r

Monte Carlo spectrums are generated using the simulation packages KORALB,32

TAUOLA,33 and PHOTOS.36 The CLEO II detector is simulated using GEANT.7

All effects due to radiation, resolution, and efficiency are included in these spec-

tra. The events which passed the cosa cut are analyzed in the PRF frame. An

additional 12981 (9186) electron (muon) events which do not satisfy the cosa cut

are analyzed in the LAB frame.

The results from fitting the spectra are given in Table 15. A detailed study

of systematic errors leads to the uncertainties quoted in this table. Using lepton

universality, a simultaneous fit to the electron and muon data is performed result-

ing in the values of pT
cll and iftji given in Table 15. In Fig. 23, the results from the

individual and combined modes are displayed as well as the prediction from the

Standard Model. All measurements are consistent with &V — A Lorentz structure

for the current in r decay. In Fig. 24, the CLEO results along with other measure-

ments of p and X] are presented. The CLEO results are consistent with, but more
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Figure 22: Scaled energy spectrum (x) for electrons (a) and muons (b) in the

pseudo rest frame of the r. The dotted line in (a) is a V + A Monte Carlo cal-

culation, while the dotted line in (b) is a Monte Carlo calculation of the muon

spectrum assuming r\ = 1. Events with x > 1 are the result of imperfect recon-

struction of the T direction. The discontinuity in (b) at x = 0.6 is due to low

momentum muons.
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Table 15: CLEO results along with the corresponding previous world average

results.
Parameter

Pi
Pi

Pi,
vl»

CLEO II

0.732±0.014± 0.009

0.747±0.048 ± 0.044

0.010±0.149± 0.171

0.735±0.013± 0.008

-0.015±0.061 ± 0.062

World Average

0.736±0.028

0.74±0.04

-0.24±0.29

0.742±0.027

-0.01±0.14

Table 15: CLEO results along with the corresponding previous world average

results.
Parameter

Pi
Pi
%
Pi,

CLEO II

0.732±O.O14± 0.009

0.747±0.048± 0.044

0.010±O.149± 0.171
0.735±0.013± 0.008

-0.015±0.061± 0.062

World Average

0.736±0.028

0.74±0.04

-0.24±0.29

0.742±0.027

-0.01±0.14

precise than, previous measurements. Finally, the measurement of 77 leads to the
model-dependent limit on the charged Higgs mass of M#± > (0.97 x tanP) GeV
at the 90% confidence level.
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Figure 23: p vs 77 for electron, muon, and combined modes. The Standard Model

prediction is given by the cross.

3.3 Search for r —> e~7 and r -» ^"7

The Standard Model does not contain a symmetry associated with lepton number.

Therefore, one expects that lepton number violating decays should be present in

nature. Clearly, the rate of these decays is small, as shown by the experimental

upper limits1 for lepton number violation in muon decay (B(n -> ej) < 4.9 x

10~u, B(ft -> eee) < 1 x 10~12). Although it is not possible to collect r data

samples comparable to those used to obtain the limits from muon decay, there

are reasons to use r 's as a probe of lepton number violation. For example, there

are models which relate lepton number violation to mass-dependent couplings.

One such model37 favors T decay and predicts an enhancement of B(T -> ^7) =

2 x 105B(/J -4 ey).

Lepton number violation in r decay has been studied extensively for close to

two decades now. The 1996 version of the Review of Particle Properties1 gives

limits on 37 different lepton number violating r decay modes. The most stringent

limit in the list is a result from CLEO,38 B(T -> fiy) < 4.2 x 10~6. Here we update

this CLEO result and present a new upper limit for B(r -t ey).

The data in this analysis consists of 4.68 /ft"1 ( « 4.24 x 106r+r~ pairs) of

data taken at energies at and slightly below the mass of the T(4S). Events that

are consistent with the one-versus-one topology (i.e., oppositely charged tracks

in different hemispheres) are kept for further consideration. Requirements on the
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tag hemisphere are minimal and all standard one-prong r decays are used. Event

selection criteria were developed from a study of Monte Carlo events incorporating

both KORALB32 and GEANT.7

This analysis relies heavily on lepton (electron and muon) identification both

for isolating a signal and rejecting background. The standard CLEO lepton identi-

fication software package is used here. Electrons are identified with a combination

of calorimeter, drift chamber tracking and dE/dx, and time-of-flight information.

Identified muons are charged tracks that are tracked from the inner drift cham-

bers all the way through the magnet iron. Since radiative Bhabhas and //-pairs

are backgrounds to this analysis, events can have only one identified electron or

one identified muon.

Additional background suppression is achieved by examining both the missing

momentum and transverse momentum in the event. Since there must be at least

one undetected neutrino on the tag side of the event, the missing momentum in

a T event should lie in the tag hemisphere. However, the missing momentum in

QED background processes will be randomly oriented with respect to the "tag"

track. Thus, only events where the cosine of the angle between the tag track's

momentum vector and the missing momentum vector is greater than 0.4 are kept

for further study. A cut on transverse momentum (p(rans > 0.3 GeV/c) is made

to eliminate backgrounds from the two-photon process.

The events that pass all selection criteria are shown in Fig. 25. The signature

for r -* ey or r -» fiy is an ly combination with measured energy and invariant

mass consistent with the beam energy and T mass respectively. For convenience,

the variables AE = Ei^—Ebeatn and miy—mT are used in this analysis. The central

box in both plots of Fig. 25 shows the signal region in the (AE, m/7) plane. The

boundaries of the signal region were determined using a Monte Carlo simulation

(two body phase space) of the decays T —> ey, T -) fiy (open circles in Fig. 25).

There are no candidate events for the ey channel and three candidates for the fiy

channel. From a study of the sideband regions in Fig. 25, two (5.5) background

events are predicted for the ey (fiy) channel. A Monte Carlo study suggests that

the fiy background events originate from generic r decays. The results of the

analysis are summarized in Table 16. The upper limits presented here include

systematic uncertainties calculated according to the prescription of Cousins and

Highland.39 Thus, the strictest limit on lepton number violation in r decay now

belongs to the ey mode.
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squares are the data while the open circles are the Monte Carlo signal events.
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Table 16: Efficiencies, observed events (no), background events (A»B), calculated

number of events including systematic error for 90% confidence level upper limits

(A), and the 90% confidence level upper limits for r -*• c y and r

Channel

T -> e-y

MC Efficiency

10.1

14.4

2.0

5.5

2.3

3.7

Upper Limit at 90% CL

2.7xlO~6

3.0xlO-6

4 Future Plans, CLEO III

The CLEO experiment is currently taking data at the T(4S) with a recently (sum-

mer 1995) installed three-layer silicon vertex detector. Data taking with this de-

tector configuration is expected to continue until early 1998 when the experiment

and CESR will shut down for major renovation. Installed in place of the present

detector will be CLEO III (Fig. 26). This detector features a new silicon vertex

detector (four layers), a new main drift chamber, and a ring imaging Cherenkov

detector (RICH). The present calorimeter, magnet, a n d muon detector are also

used in this version of CLEO. The main advantage of CLEO III over CLEO II is

in the area of particle identification. The RICH detector should be able to provide

> 3a ir/K separation over the entire momentum region of interest for B-meson

decay. Upgrades to CESR should put the instantaneous luminosity in excess of

1033 cm"2 s"1. This combination of detector and accelerator will increase the

physics reach of CLEO by over an order of magnitude in the areas of b, c, and r

physics. In fact, it may even allow for the first observation of CP violation in the

6-quark sector.
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Figure 26: Quarter section of the CLEO III detector.
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